songs differs considerably from the 'secular' language by having its own, sacral, vocabulary. 4 3. In both societies (the heroic deeds of a great man are recited in public after his death, on the occasion of his burial. In Sentani this is called nokoloi, in which word no-would mean 'corpse '. 5 This no-could be related to 1 Asmait now 'corpse of a headhunted person'. In Asmat the recitation is called newen, a word which may have been a compound containing this morpheme now. 4. In the Marweri myth of the Sentani people it is told that the culture hero Marweri (the sun) is married to two women: Jasi, the morning star, and Kerosai [who is not identified but probably represents the evening star]. 6 The Asmat people have a tradition in which the sun is called mewor (red parrot) and in which he is said to have married two women: Jesir, the morning star and Jis, the evening star. The close similarity of the names Marweri and Mewor, Jasi and Jesir makes it very likely that the two traditions have a common source. It should be added that the main culture hero in Asmat mythology is called Miwirpic, or Meworpic i.e. Miwir-rmm, or Mewor-man. 5. It seems also possible to relate ,the mythical sky-beings of another Sentani myth, the Warofoboiro, to the sky-pig of the Asmat myth of origin, Monufuko. Both myths relate the descent from the sky of the first human beings. 7 The name Warofoboiro contains a morpheme warofo 'ghost, spirit', and an unidentified element boiro or oboiro. The name Manufuko consists of an unidentified element Manufuk and a morpheme o 'pig'. 4 In Asmat this sacral language is called to poman 'the opposite language'. An example of a sacral song can be found in Drabbe 1959, p. 148-153 . For Sentani see Hoogerbrugge p. 6. 5 Ibid. p. 75. 6 Ibid. p. 20. 7 The Sentani myth tells how the Wali people of the sky call in the assistance of Haboi to kill the chief of the Warofoboiro. Some time after this has been accomplished they descend from the sky to the earth. Hoogerbrugge interprets the slaying of the Warofoboiro chief as marking'the beginning of the [Sentani] culture, the origin of the cosmos' (p. 9). In my opinion the episode symbolises the introduction of death into a community of eternally living beings. This is an unavoidable preliminary to the peopling of the earth. The proper names Wali and Haboi can be related to two Sentani verb stems: wale-'to live' and haba-'to strike'. Wali could then be interpreted as 'eternally living" and Haboi as 'the striker, killer* or 'Death'. In the corresponding Asmat myth of origin the sky beings shoot their arrows through the heart, liver and kidneys of a pig, cassowary and a human being, in order to introduce death into the world.
We shall see below that Asmat o is a probable cognate of Sentani obo 'pig', and that the protoform presumably was *oboiro or *koboiro. There is reason, (then, to assume that the second constituent of Warofoboiro originally meant 'pig'. Sentani warojo would then correspond to Asmat Manufuk-. 6. In both cultures a highly developed art of woodcarving is found. In this field a class of objects not mentioned by Hoogerbrugge deserves our attention: the carved roof-supporting posts which in the past were found in the houses of ithe Sentani chiefs show a striking similarity to the carved hearth-posts of ceremonial houses in the Asmat area.
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If the historical connection suggested by these parallels is one of common ancestry, one would expect Sentani and Asmat to be genetically related. It is the aim of this paper to show that this is indeed the case. It appears possible to set up a series of lexical correspondences which exhibits a regular pattern of sound correspondences. It further appears that there is reason to include Sentani in the Central and South New Guinea Stock of the Central and South New Guinea Phylum (hereafter: CSNG Stock, Phylum), the large group of related languages to which Asmat belongs. 9 Cowan has previously included Sentani in another large group of genetically related languages, the North Papuan Phylum. 10 The regrouping of Sentani into the CSNG Stock makes it necessary to examine whether or not this phylum has to be joined with the CSNG Phylum. This question will be dealt with briefly at the end of this paper. 8 Compare for instance the posts shown in Kooyman 1960, plate 28, 29 , with the posts in Gerbrands 1967, plate 132-135. 8 In a previous paper (Voorhoeve 1968) (1965) , which deals with the Eastern Sentani dialect, and from my own data on the Flamingo Bay dialect of Asmat (Voorhoeve 1965, and unpublished data) . In addition, lexical material of the following dialects and languages has been used: a. the Western Sentani dialect, Nafri, Tanah Merah, and Demta; b. other Asmat dialects (unspecified), Sempan, Kamoro, the Mountain Ok languages, and the languages of the Middle Strickland Family.
11 These have been included either to show parallels in sound correspondences (2.2) or to clarify postulated lexical correspondences (2.3). Hereafter, 'Semtani' will stand for 'Eastern Sentani', and 'Asmat' far 'Flamingo Bay Asmat'. 2.2 First we will deal briefly with the phoneme inventories of Sentani and Asmat. As usual, phonemes will be enclosed in solidi, allophones in square brackets. The phonetic transcription follows Pike 1947.
The consonant phonemes and their allophones are:
[m]
The phylum was set up to accommodate four language groups which show too few lexical correspondences with each other to allow a lexicostatistic classification but, as Cowan demonstrated, show more lexical correspondences with each other than can be due to pure chance. (See Cowan 1957a, and 1957b for a discussion of his method.) Sentani belongs to the Sentani-Demta group which contains the closely related Sentani, Nafri and Tanah Merah languages as well as the language of Demta which is more distantly related to the other languages in the group (see Cowan 1965, p. 2) . The other groups are: the Nimboran languages, the Tami languages, and the languages of the upper Tor River. Their location is shown on the map. 11 These data have been taken from the following sources: Drabbe 1953 -Sempan and Kamoro; Drabbe 1963 -Asmat dialects; Cowan 1957a , 1965 Healy 1964 -the Ok languages; and from my own unpublished data on Asmat, Kamoro, Ninggerum, and the languages of the Middle Strickland Family.
The consonant systems are structurally similar except for the alveopalatal /c/ in Asmat. This phoneme and also Asmat /t/, correspond to Sempan /t/, Kamoro /k/. Asmat /k/ corresponds to Sempan /k/, Kamoro /k/. As will be seen below (2.4) Sentani parallels Kamoro in this respect that /k/ corresponds to Asmat /t|/, /c/, and /k/.
In both systems the fricatives seem to have developed from aspirated stops. Sentani /f/ corresponds to Western Sentani /p/ ([p h ]), and to Asmat /p/ or /w/; Asmat /f/ corresponds to Kamoro /p/ or /w/. Sentani /h/ corresponds to Western Sentani /s/ or /t/ ([f 1 ]), Nafri and Tanah Merah /si/.
12 The same set of correspondences is found within the Asmat-Sempan-Kamoro group: Asmat /&/ corresponds to Sempan /h/, Kamoro /t/. Sentani /h/ corresponds to' Asmat /s/ (see 2.4).
The vowel phonemes and their main allophones are:
The phonemic status of Asmat [g] is not yet certain. Sentani /g/ probably originally filled "the empty space now existing in the midback vowel sequence if compared with the mid-front vowel series".
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The lexical correspondences given below show Sentani /a/ corresponding to Asmat /a/, /o/, and /i/, which raises the question of a multiple origin of Sentani /a/. 2.3 The lexical evidence consists of a list of 45 lexical correspondences between Sentani and Asmat, which will be given below. The transcription is phonemic. The following abbreviations have been used: S -Eastern Sentani; Sw -Western Sentani; N -Nafri; Tm -Tanah Merah; D -Demta; A -Flamingo Bay Asmat; Ad -other Asmat dialects, unspecified; Sp -Sempan; Ka -Kamoro-; MO -Mountain Ok; LO -Lowland Ok; MS -Middle Strickland Family.
Protoforms have been marked by an asterisk. The protoform underlying all these forms presumably is *koboiro or *oboiro.
27.

28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41. 
Sound correspondences
The sound correspondences occurring in the above series of lexical correspondences have been set out in the chart given below. First, the type of correspondence is given; then the total number of its occurrences and finally the list numbers of the words in which the correspondence is found. Word-initial, word-medial and word-final position are indicated for the Sentani member of each set, in the following way: . It goes without saying that one cannot expect that a neat, fully accountable series of sound correspondences could be abstracted from this small number of probable cognates. We will have to reckon with a fringe of seemingly random correspondences due to lack of data, to lack of insight in the historical processes involved, and to possible errors in the identification of the cognates.
In comparative linguistics a sound correspondence is sometimes regarded as established for a given position within the word, if at least three occurrences of it in that position have been found. 16 Our present material is too restricted to apply this criterion. It appears impossible to darw inferences about the proto-sound system from the 'established' correspondences only. Therefore, in order to arrive at a tentative picture of the proto-sound system, use is also made of those correspondences which occur three times, but distributed over 2 or 3 positions and of those which occur only twice, but in the same position. Established and additional sound correspondences together will be called 'usable' correspondences.
Let us first consider the nine usable vowel correspondences and let us assign to every set of correspondences a hypothetical proto-sound: It is impossible to tell, however, which of the proto-sounds represent proto-phonemes and which represent allophones of protophonemes .Moreover it seems possible that three of the proto-sounds, * 3, * v and * i, are just symbols for three different developments in Asmat of one and the same proto-phoneme (* O).
The vowel correspondences therefore only point to the possibility of a proto-system containing nine vowel phonemes. Turning to the 12 usable sets of consonant correspondences and assigning a hypothetical proto-sound to each of them we get:
It seems that the best way to account for * b, * m, and * m' is, to regard them as symbols for three different ways of development in Sentani of an original prenasalized bilabial voiced stop * M. The same holds mutatis mutandis for * d and * n, which allow the setting up of an original prenasalized voiced alveolar stop * N. * d' is suspected of symbolizing a special development of * N in Asmat.
At the present stage of research it is impossible to trace the factors which caused the differentiation of * M into Sentani /m/ and /b/, and of * N into Sentani /n/ and /d/, Asmat /n/ and /t/.
As has been pointed out above (2.2), both Sentani /h/ and Asmat /s/ appear to have developed from an earlier aspirated dental stop. Therefore instead of * s a protoproneme * T is set up. Likewise, Sentani and Asmat /I/ appear to have developed from an earlier aspirated voiceless bilabial stop, see above 2.2. Though the two instances of S /f/ : A /p/ are not 'usable' by themselves, when added to the information given in 2.2 they seem to warrant the setting up of a proto-phoneme * P. It is interesting that this system is very similar to the protoconsonant system which emerges from a comparison of proto AsmatSempan-Kamoro on the one hand, and proto-Mountain Ok on the other 18 This system matches the Sentani-Asmat proto-system except for an additional * 1"J:
Distributional restrictions: * N initially only; * N, finally only; * R medially only.
The proto-phoneme constructed as * J for Sentani-Asmat appears to be identical with the * N constructed for proto-Asmat-SempanKamoro -MO.
Sentani as well as Asmat have lost the * Ij phoneme; its reflex in the MO languages is a pure velar nasal. There are indications, however, that * ]SJ was a prenasalized voiced stop, like the others: in Ninggerum (LO) we find the following distribution of /g/ and /IJ/:
which suggests that Ninggerum /g/ and /13/ are reflexes of an original complex phoneme * 1SJ with an allophonic distribution similar to the allophonic distribution of the complex phonemes /m/ and /n/ in Asmat (see above 2.2).
Conclusions
3.1
The lexical evidence presented above appears to be strong enough to propose a genetic relationship between the Sentani and Asmat languages. The phonological evidence can now be used to further define theit relationship. Let us call the proto-consonant system containing *1^ : X, and the proto-system without * Ij: Y. There appear to be two ways in which X and Y can be related.
I. Y is the protx>system of Sentani and Asmat, which then constitute a subgroup of the Asmat-Awyu-Ok family:
Telefol ( Since the proto-consonant system did not change between the first and the second split (X 1 = X 2 ), and since Sentani and Asmat seem to have undergone a number of parallel sound changes in addition to the loss of * N_ (see above 2.2), it is likely that the time depth between the first and second split was slight. This would place Sentani in a Stock-level relationship with Asmat. The relatively small number of lexical correspondences between Sentani and Asmat seems to rule out the possibility of Sentani and Asmat being members of one subgroup of .the Asmat-Awyu-Ok family.
1 9 The present stage of our knowledge does not permit us to decide which of the two other possibilities (Ha or lib) is more likely.
The conclusion drawn from the phonological evidence then would be: Sentani and Asmat seem to be related at least on the Stock level and at most on the Family level. It can safely be assumed that Sentani belongs to the CSNG Phylum and it is probable that it belongs within this phylum, to the CSNG Stock.
3.2 Now we will have to examine whether or not the inclusion of Sentani in the CSNG Stock warrants us to join the North Papuan Phylum and the CSNG Phylum into one great Phylum. There would be reason to do so if the North Papuan Phylum consisted of languages classified according to the same criteria used for the classification of the languages of the CSNG Phylum. In footnote 10 above I already pointed out that this is not the case. The only reason to unite the Tor, Tami, Nimboran and Sentani-Demta groups into one phylum was that they, while showing too few lexical correspondences to set up a lexicostatistic classification, nevertheless exhibit more lexical correspondences with each other than could be due to chance. This may reflect a genetic 10 The fact that Asmat and Sentani share cognates meaning 'river, village', 'landside', 'small canoe for men', which point to a 'homeland' in a low-lying, swampy area, seems to refute this. The ancestors of the Asmat, Kamoro and Sentani people could have lived together somewhere in the southern plains, from where the Sentani ancestors migrated -possibly by crossing the Bird's Neck and rowing eastward along the coast -to their present dwelling places. Another possibility however is, that the Sentani-Asmat ancestors had their swampy habitat not in the south but somewhere in the north-east of New Guinea, in the Sepik or Ramu River basins. This would fit in with the Sentani and Asmat myths of origin which claim an arrival from the east for the Sentani and an arrival from the north-east, along the Eilanden River, for the Asmat people. This would put the Sentani split before the Asmat Kamoro -Ok split (possibility lib above). It makes it necessary to assume that the ancestors of the Asmat people crossed the mountains in a time short enough not to lose their original lowland culture. I hope to discuss the question of these migrations more fully in a later paper.
relationship in the case of the widely separated Tami and Tor groups. However ,in the case of neighbouring groups such as Tami and SentaniDemta, Nimboran and Tor, the possibility of borrowing as the cause of the more-than-chance correspondences makes it impossible to accept the postulated genetic relationships. Inclusion of Sentani in the CSNG Phylum therefore not automatically links this phylum to the North Papuan Phylum. We will have to consider each of the subgroups of the North Papuan Phylum by itself in order to assess its relationships with the CSNG Phylum.
The Sentani-Demta group:
In view of the internal relationships of this group (see footnote 10) it seems warranted to include the whole group into the CSNG Phylum, if not in the CSNG Stock.
The Nimboran group:
The Nimboran group consists of five languages: Nimboran, Kwansu-Bonggrang, Gresi, Kamtuk and Mekwei. They form a closely-knit linguistic subgroup. A genetic relationship seems likely, but further study is needed to prove it and to determine the level of this relationship.
The Tami and Tor groups:
The present dearth of data on these groups does not allow even to guess at their relationships with the languages of the CSNG Phylum.
It seems advisable to restrict the name 'North Papuan Phylum' to the Tami and Tor groups. The Nimboran group could provisionally be included in the CSNG Phylum. The assessment of the relationships between the two phyla, if any, is the task of future research.
